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Abstract: Signature verification has been a topic of interest for many years in the area of document authentication. This paper
proposes a new technique to the problem of off-line signature verification and forgery detection. Off-line signature verification system
work on the scanned image of a signature. In this paper, we present a new method for off-line verification of signatures using a set of
geometric centres of the features. The feature that is used is the geometric centre of different parts of a signature image. Before
signature is to be verified, pre-processing of a scanned image is required to isolate the signature part and to remove any noise present
in the signature image. The system is initially trained using a database of signatures obtained from those persons whose signatures
have to be verified by the system. For each person a mean signature is obtained integrating the above feature taken from a set of his
genuine sample signatures. This mean signature acts as the reference for verification against a claimed test signature. Euclidian
distance in the feature space between the claimed signature and the reference serves as a measure of similarity between the both
signatures. If this difference is less than a pre-defined threshold, the test signature is verified to be that of the claimed person else
detected as a forgery.
Keywords: Off-line, Authentication, Euclidian distance, Geometric center, Pre-processing, Threshold.

1.

INTRODUCTION

2. RELATED WORK

Handwritten signature is one of the most widely accepted
personal attributes for identity verification. Signature
verification is a research area that is to be used to create
reliable off-line machines, which can verify or identify human
signatures. Handwritten signature verification has been studied
in last few decades. The various practical application domain
included bank cheques authentication, credit card validation,
security systems etc.
The signature verification system is categorizes into two main
areas: Off-line signature verification and On-line signature
verification. In Off-line signature verification, signature
samples are scanned into image representation while in Online signature verification, signature samples are collected
from a digitizing tablet capable of recording pen movements
during writing.
The process for offline signature verification can be divided
into two stages: (i) Feature Extraction and (ii) Verification. In
the feature extraction, some static features of the signature are
extracted and in the verification, the authenticity of the
unknown specimen is decided by comparing its features
against those of the reference samples. Feature extraction is
the process to extract various image features for identifying or
interpreting meaningful physical objects from images. It is an
area of image processing which are used to detect and isolate
various desired portions of a signature image.
The various terms used for measuring accuracy are False
Rejection Rate (FRR) which shows the percent of genuine
signatures that were considered as a forgery, and False
Acceptance Rate (FAR) which is the proportion of incorrectly
accepted forgeries.
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A lot of research has been conducted in handwriting signature
verification and pattern recognition for a number of years. In
the area of off-line handwritten signature verification, various
methods have been used. In this section we review some of the
recent papers on off-line handwritten signature verification.
The techniques used by different researchers differ in the type
of the training method adopted, image features extracted, the
classification and verification model used. The categorization
for these approaches done here is influenced by classification
used in [1].
B.S Pawar [2] proposed an off-line signature verification
system which is based on image processing and some global
features using artificial neural network.
Ranjan Jana et al. [3] presented a technique which is used to
extract features from signature image and classify the signature
using Euclidian distance measurement. The experimental
results provide a solution with FRR and FAR 2.86% and
17.1% respectively.
Javier Ruiz-del-Solar et al [4] proposed approach local interest
points are detected in the signature images, then local
descriptors are computed in the neighbourhood of these points,
and then these descriptors are compared using local and global
matching procedures. The final verification is performed using
a Bayes classifier. The proposed algorithm is verified using the
GPDS signature database, where it achieves a FRR of 16.4%
and a FAR of 14.2%.

3.

PROPSED SCHEME

3.1 Signature Acquisition
The handwritten signatures were captured at 300 dpi in 8-bit
gray scale and stored in Portable Network Graphics (PNG)
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format as shown in Fig. 1. The signature image can be taken
from documents by means of scanning devices. This method
can be applied to gather image from the different available
sources in the form of signed forms because the signing on a
paper is still the most common method for signature
authentication.
A. Signature Database
I have taken “Grupo de Procesado Digital de Senales” (GPDS)
signature database [5] to perform my experiments. In the
GPDS database, there are 39 sets of signature (i.e. signatures
of 39 persons). Each set have 24 genuine signature and 30
skilled forgery signature. Thus results provided in this
research used a total of 2106 signatures.

signature image comparison. A low spatial resolution makes
all signatures look like the same while a very high spatial
resolution may highlighted the variability [6] [7].
C. Noise Removal
Dust on scanner or camera lens, may imperfections in the
image resolution, etc introduces noises in the captured
signature images. A filtering method is used to minimise the
noises in the signature image. A noise reduction filter is
applied to the binary scanned image. The goal is to eliminate
single white pixels on black background and single black
pixels on white back ground. We apply a 3 x 3 mask to the
signature image with the following decision rule:
If the number of the 8-neighbors of a pixel that have the same
colour with the central pixel is less than two, we reverse the
colour of the central pixel [8][6].
D. Thinning
Thinning is a process that is used to remove selected
foreground pixels from binary image. It is used in many
applications, but is particularly useful for skeletonization. It is
basically used to align the output of edge detectors by reducing
all lines to single pixel thickness. It is mostly applied to binary
image, and produces another binary image as output.

Figure 1: Examples of signature bitmaps
3.2 Pre-processing
Before a signature can be compared to any other signature, it
undergoes some pre-processing operations. The pre-processing
is performed in following four different stages: digitization
image, width normalization, noise reduction and image
thinning.
A. Digitization
Digitization is a process of converting signature image into
binary image. For digitization, signatures are taken on white
papers and acquired as binary images. The scanner scans the
image that may be saved as a bitmap file. Further processing
may be carried on the bitmap image [18].
B. Normalization
A writer may use an arbitrary baseline when writing the
signature. We normalize the positional information of
signature by computing an angle of  corrective rotation about
the geometric centre (x, y) such that rotating the signature by θ
brings it back to a uniform baseline. We calculate θ by
maximizing the deviation of the data, one direction, e.g. the x
direction. The image size is to be changed so that the height
reaches a default value while the height-to-width ratio remains
unchanged. The size normalization in off-line signature
verification is necessary to establish a common ground for
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Figure 2: Pre-processing: (a) original (b) final.
3.3 Feature Extraction
The geometric features considered in my proposed plan are
based on three sets of points in two-dimensional plane. Two
sets having six feature points and one set having four feature
points, which represent the distribution of signature pixels in
image. These sixteen feature points are calculated by the
following expression which is described in Geometric Centre
[9]. Vertical Splitting, Horizontal Splitting and Diagonal
Splitting are three steps to find out all these sixteen feature
points. Before extracting these feature points we have to do
some adjustments to the signature image. First, we move the
signature image to the centre of the image window.
Geometric centre are calculated using the formulas given
below:
xm ax

ym ax

  b [x] [y]
x

Centerx 

x1
xm ax

y1
ym ax

  b [x] [y]

x1 y1

….. (1)
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A. Moving signature image to the centre of image window
In this step signatures image are moving to the centre of image
window. Because of this we can reduce intra-personal
variations. Here first we have to find out the geometric centre
of the image signature and move the signature pixels such that
the geometric centre should reside at centre of image window.
Fig. 3(a) and 3(b) shows the signature images before moving
and after moving signature to the centre of image window
respectively.

Before moving signature to the centre of image

Figure 3(a):
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Figure 4: Feature points based on horizontal splitting
C. Vertical splitting
Six feature points will be finding out by vertical splitting. Here
feature points are nothing but geometric centres. The steps for
finding feature points by vertical splitting are as follows:
First we divide the image with vertical line passing through the
centre of image then we will get left part and right part of
image. Find geometric centres v1 and v2 for left part and right
part respectively. Then divide left part with horizontal line
passing through the v1 and find out geometric centres v3 and
v4 for upper part and lower part of left part respectively.
Similarly divide right part with horizontal line passing through
the v2 and find out geometric centres v5 and v6 for upper part
and lower part of right part respectively.
Fig. 5 shows the feature points (v1, v2,……v6) retrieved from
signature image. These six feature points we have to calculate
for all signatures image in both registration phase and
verification phase.
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Figure 3(b): After moving signature to the centre of image
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B. Horizontal splitting
Six feature points will be finding out by horizontal splitting.
Here feature points are nothing but geometric centres. The
steps for finding feature points by horizontal splitting are as
follows: First we divide the image with horizontal line passing
through the centre of image then we will get upper and lower
parts of image. Find geometric centres h1 and h2 for upper
part and lower part respectively. Then divide upper part with
vertical line passing through the h1 and find out geometric
centres h3 and h4 for left part and right part of upper part
respectively. Similarly divide lower part with vertical line
passing through the h2 and find out geometric centres h5 and
h6 for left part and right part of lower part respectively.
Fig. 4 shows the feature points (h1, h2,..… h6) retrieved from
signature image. These six feature points we have to find out
for all signature images in both registration phase and
verification phase.
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Figure 5: Feature points based on vertical splitting
D. Diagonal splitting
Four feature points will be finding out by diagonal splitting.
Here feature points are nothing but geometric centres. The
steps for finding feature points by diagonal splitting are as
follows: First we divide image with diagonal line (lower left
corner to upper right corner) at the centre of image then we
will get left upper part and right lower part of image. Find out
geometric centres d1 and d2 for left upper part and right lower
part respectively. Similarly divide image with diagonal line
(upper left corner to lower right corner) at the centre of image
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then we will get left lower part and right upper part of image.
Find out geometric centres d3 and d4 for left lower part and
right upper part respectively.
Fig.6 shows the feature points (d1, d2,…….d4) retrieved from
signature image. These four feature points we have to calculate
for all signatures image in both registration phase and
verification phase.

points of reference signatures (taking one corresponding
feature point from each signature). Let xmedian is the median
of n features from n signatures and D1, D2,…..,Dn are
distances defined here:
D1  dis tan ce (x median, x1 )
D2  dis tan ce (x median, x 2 ) …... (4)
........
Dn  dis tan ce (x median, x n )
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Now we use two main parameters for threshold calculation one
is average distance (davg) and other standard deviation ().
Equations 5 and 6 represent the calculation of these two above
parameters.
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Now total sixteen feature points (v1, v2……….v6; h1,
h2…….h6; d1, d2……..d4) are calculated by horizontal,
vertical and diagonal splitting.
3.4 Classification
Since in my proposed work the signature image features are
based on geometric properties. Therefore we can use
Euclidean distance model for classification. Euclidean distance
is the simple distance between a pair of vectors of any size.
Here vectors are nothing but feature points. Now we will
describe how to calculate distance using Euclidean distance
model. These distances are useful in threshold calculation.
A. Euclidean distance model
A method for finding the similarity or differences between two
signatures in feature space is essential for classification. Let
A(x1, x2,,…….…xn) and B(y1, y2……..yn) are two vectors
of size n. We can calculate distance (d) by using equation:
n



i1

..… (5)

200

Figure 6: Feature points based on diagonal splitting

dis tan ce (d) 

( D1  D2  ...... Dn )
n

Like this total six different feature points are there for both
horizontal and vertical splitting while four different feature
points are there for diagonal splitting based on average
distance (davg) and standard deviation ().
Equation 7 represents the formula for threshold calculation for
horizontal and vertical splitting and equation 8 shows for
diagonal splitting.
6

threshold (t ) 

In our application, vectors are points on plane. So d is the
simple distance on a plane between two points.
3.5 Threshold selection
Since nobody can make same signature every time, there may
be some deviation from one another, therefore a threshold
value must be calculated for each user, which is maximum
allowable deviation. If the difference is less than threshold
value then signature will be classified as guanine signature and
if the difference is greater than threshold value then signature
will be classified as forgery signature. Here we calculate
individual threshold value for horizontal, vertical and diagonal
splitting.
Consider n is the number of reference (or registered)
signatures and x1, x2, …, xn are corresponding sigle feature
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Signature database is a set of binary images from a set of
persons. Algorithms are designed and validated with, and
tested against this database. The database is divided into a
reference set and a validation or test set.
In our proposed system 24 genuine signatures were taken from
39 different persons. Out of which we select 5 signatures for
reference (training) purpose and remaining 19 signatures for
validation purpose. We also have taken 30 forgery signatures
corresponding to each signer. Thus total 1911 signatures
(3919 originals and 3930 forgeries) were used to test our
algorithm.
A. Result
The effectiveness of a system is most commonly described
with its "false rejection rate" (FRR), and its "false acceptance
rate" (FAR). The false rejection rate is the percentage of
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original signatures the system rejects. The false acceptance
rate is the percentage of forgeries the system accepts as
original.
FAR and FRR are calculated by following equation:
FAR 

number of forgeries accepted
x 100
number of forgeries tested

.....(9)

FRR 

number of originals rejected
x 100
number of originals tested

.....(10)

Table 1: Performance of proposed scheme
Type of
signature

Original
Signature
Skilled
Forgery
signature

5.

Total
number
of
signature
tested
39  19
= 741
39  30
= 1170

Number
of
signature
accepted/
rejected

FAR

FRR

694/47

---

6.34%

161/1009

13.76%

---

CONCLUSION

My proposed method uses geometric features to classify the
signatures that effectively serve to distinguish signatures of
different persons. The algorithm is effective and can detect
random, simple and skilled forgeries. As an off-line signature
verification process could be beneficial and efficient for the
banking system particularly for cheque signature forgeries. In
this paper a powerful mechanism has been proposed in which a
complete off-line signature verification system has been
designed.
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